About C2

C2Motorsports is dedicated to developing and supplying the finest products for your vehicle.
Our mission is to provide you with the performance upgrades that REALLY work. We don't
want to be another "middleman" for mainstream automotive parts. By implementing this
philosophy, we are able to increase performance by combining high quality with the ease of
installation. All of this is further enhanced by an unsurpassed level of customer service.
Performance line of products maintain strict guidelines from concept to production. This permits
us to provide products free of defects, resulting in precise fitment.
C2Motorsports: Developing Products Through Performance and Quality
We understand that there are now hundreds of "tuners" on the internet. Many of them do not
have the resources or experience to support your technical needs. They advertise inventory that
they do not stock. Many are quick to accept payment, but slow to deliver product; often trying to
purchase from other retailers to complete orders. In the end, the customers are the ones that
are overlooked, often experiencing delays for weeks or months. If we tell you that it is in stock
and it will ship, then it is in stock and it will ship. All orders are shipped bi-weekly, unless
otherwise arranged. Our facility located in Louisville, Kentucky combines our parts warehousing
and offices. We work directly with mechanical engineers, technicians and skilled metal
craftsmen. Our products are conceived, designed and manufactured for us with great attention
to detail, all undergoing rigorous real world testing on cars before being released to the public.
Our commitment is not only to our products, but to those using them. We are proud to maintain
a level of customer service which too often is absent in the marketplace. We at C2Motorsports
pride ourselves on being honest and fair. We want to thank our customers for choosing
C2Motorsports, quickly becoming the leader in engineered performance components and
unsurpassed customer service.
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